Family 1st of Syracuse Model Neighborhood Facility, Inc. can assist a family in obtaining:

School Advocacy
Linking to Community Base Agencies
Law Enforcement
..and more

We offer referrals to obtain counseling for:

Drug & Alcohol & other Addictions
Domestic Violence
Mental Health Issues
Lead Program
...and more

SYRACUSE MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD FACILITY, INC.
more than you think...since 1975

For more information contact: Annerray Hopkins
(315) 671-5813
401 South Avenue, Syracuse, New York
MISSION STATEMENT

The target population of this program is families of youth ages 10-19 who have been identified through school, community and law enforcement agencies as having displayed deviant behaviors. Eligible youth may have been incarcerated and/or have a parent who is or has been incarcerated for some form of violent act or drug related crime. This program has been strategically designed to promote education and positive youth development through an alternative intervention approach to family strengthening that will reduce negative dynamics that produce criminal behavior.

PROGRAM GOALS

- Assist families in assessing issues which contribute to the child’s aggressive behavior.
- Provide session to engage and motivate family to promote positive behavioral change.
- Housing assistance.
- Collaborate with schools and community based service providers that will help with providing service and resources according to the family’s needs.
- Provide educational materials.
- Provide referrals for food, daycare, clothing, drug and alcohol, and mental health assistance. …and more

HELP IMPROVE CHILD AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIP IN THE HOME, SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY.

ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPANT FAMILIES IN ASSESSING ISSUES WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO THE CHILD’S AGGRESSIVE AND/OR VIOLENT BEHAVIOR.